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PROBLEM:
1. Doctors perform sex-change surgeries on children in Texas

2. Doctors chemically castrate children as young as 8 years old, to suppress puberty and prepare 
children for sex-change surgery.

3. Courts force non-custodial parents to pay for transgender therapy and sexual mutilation of their 
own children. If parents object, the courts remove parental rights and jail them. Schools are going 
along with it.

EXAMPLE:
Courts have enjoined a local man from dressing his 6 year old son as a boy, from teaching him that 
he is a boy, and from sharing religious teachings on sexuality and gender. He has been accused of 
abuse for saying that his son is a boy. His mother assigned him a new gender identity and name at the 
age of 3, dresses him as a girl, has told him that he was meant to be a girl, has enrolled him in “social 
transitioning” therapy and has enrolled him in Coppell schools as a “girl”. The schools are supportive 
of these abusive actions. This is very confusing for the child and his siblings.

THIS CHILD HAS NO LEGAL PROTECTION.

SOLUTION:
We NEED a law:

1. Outlaw sex-change surgeries for children under age 18.

2. Outlaw chemical castration by puberty suppression for psychological treatment, while still 
allowing it for medical treatment.

3. Restrict courts from removing certain parental rights.

-  No loss of rights for affirming the biological sex of a child.

-   Never force parents to pay for transgender therapy of any kind. 

-  Never find abuse for affirming a child’s biological sex.

Search for ‘GENECIS clinic’ to see what Children’s Hospital is doing to kids.  
Contact your elected officials. This is really happening.
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*Court documents available upon request


